ICCBBA Codes for COVID-19 Convalescent Plasma

The following ICCBBA codes are available:

ICCBBA has assigned the following Convalescent Plasma pathogen reduced codes, scheduled to be published on April 1st in version 7.35.0 of the Product Description Code Database.

These are encoded with “NS” (Not Specified) for the anticoagulant, so it can accommodate multiple types.

- E9743 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/<=-25C | COVID-19
- E9744 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/<=-25C | Methylene blue-treated | COVID-19
- E9745 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/<=-25C | Psoralen-treated | COVID-19
- E9746 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/<=-25C | Riboflavin-treated | COVID-19

Additionally, the following codes are also scheduled to be published next week in that same version 7.35.0.

- E9747 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | ACD-A/XX/<=-18C | COVID-19
- E9748 = Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/Frozen | COVID-19
- E9749 = CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/Frozen | COVID-19
- E9750 = Liquid Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/refg | COVID-19
- E9751 = Liquid CONVALESCENT PLASMA | NS/XX/refg | COVID-19
- E9752 = Thawed Apheresis CONVALESCENT PLASMA | ACD-A/XX/refg | COVID-19

➢ The intent of E9748 to E9751 is to provide generic codes that can be used by anyone, regardless of the anticoagulant used and regardless of what the specific storage temperature they are using.
➢ These are unofficial until they have been published.